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Abstract—Since several work requires continuous alertness
like efficient driving, learning, etc. efficient measurement of the
alertness states through neural activity is a crucial challenge for
the researchers. This work reports a practical method to
investigate the alertness state from electroencephalography
(EEG) of the human brain. Here, we have proposed a novel idea
to monitor the brain alertness from EEG signal that can
discriminate the alertness state comparing resting state with a
simple statistical threshold. We have investigated two different
types of mental tasks: alphabet counting & virtual driving to
monitor their alertness level. The EEG signals are acquired from
several participants regarding alphabet counting and virtual
motor driving tasks. A 9-channel wireless EEG system has been
used to acquire their EEG signals from frontal, central, and
parietal lobe of the brain. With suitable preprocessing, signal
dimensions are reduced by principal component analysis and the
features of the signals are extracted by the discrete wavelet
transformation method. Using the features, alertness states are
classified using the artificial neural network. Additionally, the
relative power of responsible frequency band to alertness is
analyzed with statistical inference. We have found that the beta
relative power increases at a significant level due to alertness
which is good enough to differentiate the alertness state from the
control state. It is also found that the increment of beta relative
power for virtual driving is much greater than the alphabet
counting mental alertness. We hope that this work will be very
helpful to monitor constant alertness for efficient driving and
learning.
Keywords—Alertness monitoring; Electroencephalography
(EEG); Principal Component Analysis (PCA); Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA); Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT);
Band Relative Power; Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain functionality is directly related to its electrical
activity because the neurons communicate with each other
based on their functioning. This electrical activity can be
measured from the scalp of the human brain by an
electroencephalograph (EEG). The finer temporal resolution of
EEG signal benefits scientific arena to exploit it in research and
engineering. Recent developments [1-7] prove that different
human activities can be recognized or classified by the EEG
signal. Besides vast applications and implementations of EEG
signal in the various fields (biomedical instrumentation,
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neuroscience, brain-computer interface, etc.), EEG signal can
be utilized to detect alertness state with respect to resting state.
According to neurophysiological methodology, drowsiness is
considered as the transition from awaking state into sleeping
state or deep relaxation state, marked by reduces alertness and
slow movements. Sleeping state begins with the activation of
neurons and brain inhibition. The transformation of awaking or
alertness state to unconscious or drowsiness state is described
by certain rhythmic changes [8-10]: (i) decreased the beta
rhythmic (13-30 Hz) activity, (ii) increase in alpha rhythm
activity (8-13 Hz) but best observable while resting by eyes
closed; and (iii) increased theta rhythm activity (4-8 Hz) if
consequently alpha rhythm decreased.
The classrooms can be modernized introducing wireless
EEG system to monitor the attention level of the students
regarding their mental capability of attentiveness. Furthermore,
additional importance should pay to the drivers or pilots
because still now on average 3,287 people die each day by road
crush worldwide which can be largely reduced with the
attention level monitoring system [11]. An alarm unit can be
integrated to aware the drivers or pilots to remind their
inattentions. This implementation of the EEG signal cannot be
overlooked for the concern of road accidents reduction;
consequently, innumerable lives can be saved. Plus,
neurological disorder named by attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) is often characterized by certain symptoms
like inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity those create
problems for patients to remember information, to concentrate,
to arrange tasks, etc. Worldwide 5.9–7.1% of school-going
children suffer from ADHD [12] and 30–50% of them spotted
in childhood endure to exhibit symptoms into later life [13-15].
Therefore monitoring constant consciousness of ADHD patient
as well as the brain alertness monitoring of the driver are two
major concerns and the sound monitoring of these two aspects
can provide a positive impact on our social development.
Different types of research works regarding the
aforementioned problems have been accomplished. In [16-23],
researchers proposed a classification method of different states
(attentive, inattentive alertness, sleepiness, drowsiness).
Authors in [16] propose a method to make the learning process
of students more effective by distinguishing attentive and
inattentive state. Authors employed a portable brainwave
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sensor to collect the EEG data from the participants. Support
vector machine (SVM) classifier is used after extracting
various features to arrange a feature set to identify student‟s
attentive state and provides 76.82% as highest classification
accuracy. Authors in [17] introduced a method of separating
alertness and sleepiness state for riskless driving using EEG
signal as a reliable source. The features of EEG signals are
classified by an artificial neural network (ANN) which results
in 83.3% classification accuracy. In [18] authors suggested
another work to detect the drowsiness of the driver where using
wavelet, spectral, and time analysis, on average 85%
classification accuracies are found by ANN. An automatic
alertness detection system from three states (alert, drowsy and
sleep) is proposed in [19]. Here, power spectral density (PSD)
through discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is used as the
feature and ANN classified the features with above 90%
accuracy. Researchers in [20] proposed a sleep stage
classification method for diagnosis purpose in psychiatry and
neurology. The Physionet database exploited for data
collection and wavelet packet tree (WPT) used to extracts
features. Three classifiers are used to evaluate the accuracy rate
and found overall accuracy 70%. Another work classifies
drowsiness with respect to alertness extracting energy
coefficients from WT to train ANN and found 90.27 %
accuracy [21]. Authors in [22] classify participant‟s 3 states
(alert, drowsy and sleep) DWT and ANN classifier which
results in satisfactory accuracy rate. A drowsiness detection
method of the driver due to mental fatigued using heart rate
differences is proposed in [23]. Here, WT and Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) based features are selected and classified
using SVM and finally compares accuracy which shows that
WT based features provide better accuracy rate (95%) than
FFT based features. Authors in [24] developed a driver
distraction level measurement method using different wavelets
of WPT depending 4 distraction stimuli. Analyzing results
from 3 classifiers, subtractive fuzzy inference system classifier
and sym8 wavelet provides best accuracy of 79.21% based on
PSD feature.
Among the research works [16-24], it is observed that the
classification accuracy rate is not convincing for all. Therefore
there arises a scope to develop a method that can increase the
classification accuracy of different mental alertness states. In
addition to that, these works did not mention any statistical
threshold level for the mental alertness states by which method
highly alertness or non-alertness can be monitored practically
while performing risky works. On the other hand, authors in [9,
25-26] proposed different feature selection methods to enhance
the classification accuracy or overall detection performance.
Authors in [9] describe a drowsiness detection system where
the feature is selected based on the most responsible m terms
approximation of the DWT expansion. Authors claimed that
this method alleviates the use of complex techniques. In [25],
researchers introduced a feature extraction method for mental
multitask classification. Empirical wavelet transform (EWT)
with fuzzy clustering method was employed for feature
extraction. After feature selection, vectors are feed to support
vector classifier (SVC). In another research, the article
proposed a method to increase the performance of mental task
using WT and EMD feature extraction method [26]. There are
some other works those were performed special investigations

such as a BCI application of patient monitoring by EEG signal
of mental alertness [27], mental fatigue or workload comparing
with alertness [28] and a drowsy driving monitoring technique
[29]. These methods are very complicated and several features
with classifier are used to determine alertness/active state.
From the literature, it can be concluded that most of the
works classify alertness state or drowsiness state by extracting
different features for various purpose to enhance the accuracy
rate but it is noticeable that accuracy rate is not improved that
much. So it is very important to delineate a method which
would provide better accuracy for alertness classification.
Additionally, still, no such indication is implied by any
researchers to monitor the alertness continuously so that the
method can monitor the subject performing risky tasks for
avoiding error or accident such as driving. In this research
work, we have proposed two methods for alertness
assessments. One is for classifying mental alertness states of
two significant mental tasks: alphabet counting and virtual
driving with resting state (eyes open and eyes close) offering
very high accuracy. Another method is to monitor the alertness
of the person while performing virtual driving with respect to
resting state which is based on a statistical threshold. Both
methods are promising for alertness classification and
monitoring. The main contribution of this research work is
applying the suitable methods with proper signal processing
steps to classify the different mental alertness states with a high
degree of accuracy. In addition, another major contributing
indication for continuous mental alertness monitoring is
proposed based on the statistical threshold of band relative
power.
The rest of the paper is prearranged as following: Section II
describes the materials used in this research work and the
mathematical methods applied in this research work.
Section III presents the experimental results with their
elaborate discussion. Finally, we have concluded our total
research work in Section IV with future perspectives.
II. MATERIALS AND MATHEMATICAL METHODS
A. Experimental Protocols
Experimental protocols regarding this research work were
arranged in such a way that we could be able to mimic the
environment for monitoring the concentration of students or
where requires constant concentration. In addition, another
virtual atmosphere was created where the alertness of a driver
or pilot could be monitored which will be adopted to reduce the
possibility of accident occurrence. The data acquisition
protocol was checked and permitted by the “Data Acquiring
Ethics Evaluation Committee (DAEEC)” of Khulna University
of Engineering & Technology (KUET).
All information related to the experiment were verbally
informed to the volunteers as well as regarding questions of the
volunteer were also discussed elaborately so that they can
understand the environment. Each volunteer sat on a
comfortable armed chair during EEG data acquisition while
they were requested to be focused on their assigned tasks.
Afterward, for being accustomed to the experimental
procedure, single trial data is taken before data recording for
experimental purpose. To have a wide screen for a convenient
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environment for the volunteers, a projected screen was placed
8 feet away from the participants. The main tasks were of two
kinds: i) Finding and counting specific alphabets from a
paragraph and ii) Participating in virtual driving.
 Finding and Counting Specific Alphabet: This
experiment was organized to compel each volunteer to
pay consistent attention during the test. All volunteers
were requested to find an exact alphabet from a given
paragraph as soon as possible so that they might remain
focused during the test time. Five alphabets (A, E, R, S,
T) are requested to count as each counted as one trial.
 Participating in Virtual Driving: To simulate the
driving environment and remain alert during test time a
virtual racing (bike) game was supervised to play to the
volunteers. In the game, 12 other competitors were
available and consequently, the volunteer had to
compete with others to continue his driving challenge as
the real world. Difficulty level was selected as the
expertise of the volunteers so that real driving
environment would be copied and the volunteers were
by default forced to remain concentrated during test
time. They are requested not to fall and stay on their
track.
In this research work, 14 male (age = 23±1.5) right-handed
volunteers were participated in previously explained two
different protocols. Data acquisitions obeying the proposed
protocols were performed in Neuroimaging Laboratory of
Biomedical Engineering Department of Khulna University of
Engineering & Technology (KUET) shown in Fig. 1. The
study protocols were previously permitted by the authority of
the department. In the case of all data acquisition, no violation
of the Helsinki Declaration was taken place.
B. Data Acquisition
During the protocol performed by the participants, EEG
signals were acquired by B-Alert X10 devices (B-Alert
Wireless EEG System, BIOPAC Systems Inc.). This device
consists of the recording-transmit unit and receiving-data
logging unit those are actually bi-directional transmission of
digitized EEG signals. For data logging and transforming into
further convenient format Acqknowledge (v4.4.1) software
was used. A sensor headset cap contains 9 channel with EEG
sensors located in the frontal (Fz, F3, and F4), central (Cz, C3,
and C4) and parietal (Poz, P3, and P4) regions of the brain
following the international 10-20 system. Electrode placement
of this device and channel profiles are given in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Participants are Concentrating in Virtual Driving (a) and Alphabet
Counting (b) during the EEG Data Acquisition Period.

Fig. 2. The Locations of Concerned 9 Channel of Beta-Alert X-10 System
(Green Colored) According to International 10-20 System.

This device is highly suitable for long time monitoring the
cognitive state, such as engagement, workload, stress,
confusion, drowsiness. Data acquisition was performed with
the sampling rate of 256 Hz and before data acquisition; the
impedances of the electrodes were checked to confirm satisfied
conductivity.
C. EEG Signal Filtering
All raw EEG signal is filtered by a 50Hz notch filter to
remove the power line noise from the signal. After that
bandpass Butterworth IIR filters are used to separate the alpha
(8-13) Hz beta band (8-13) Hz, and theta band (4-7). The order
of filter was selected optimum. We prepared an algorithm
based on the method described in [30] to find the optimum
filter order for the bandpass filter considering passband range,
stopband range, sampling frequency, passband ripple, and
stopband ripple. According to our algorithm, we used filter
order 4 for the alpha band and 3 for beta and theta band [31]. In
addition, the artifacts regarding eye blinking have been
removed by the help of Acqknowledge (v4.4.1) software.
D. Dimensionality Reduction using PCA
Principal component analysis or PCA is a statistical
transformation procedure to identify the patterns existed in data
and expressing the data highlighting their similarities and
differences. PCA is one of the most popular multivariate
analytical methods and is necessary for all branches of
scientific analysis. PCA can be applied in different purposes
such as, to extract important information from big data set, for
data compression, for simplification of the data description, to
analyze the variable structures, etc. [32, 33]. In this paper, PCA
is used for dimension reduction of EEG signal. There is a merit
to use PCA to reduce the signal dimension of the EEG signal.
Since there is a slight variation among the channels of the
similar area due to its poor spatial resolution, PCA can find the
maximum variation from the input higher dimensions. In
addition, it also reduces the size of the feature vectors of the
ANN input that leads it to gain higher classification accuracy.
Therefore, for classifying purpose, three or more channels can
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be transformed into a single signal by PCA. In this work, the
frontal area of the brain is covered by three channels, F3, F4,
and Fz. If a matrix  consists of the data of F3, F4, and Fz
which means the data matrix,  is of three dimensional. Now, a
matrix U can be calculated which represents the eigenvectors
sorted as the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of . In that
case, we can get the PCA transformation of the data  in the
form of Y as,
Y UT 

(1)

The eigenvectors are also termed as the principal
components. If only first r rows of Y are selected to project the
data, the data becomes of r dimensional from d dimensions.
This transformation is performed by singular value
decomposition (SVD). The procedure to perform PCA by SVD
can be described by matrix decomposition. Suppose, the
matrix,  can be decomposed using SVD as [34],

  ΩΓΨ T

(2)

Here,  is an n×m matrix with orthonormal columns (
T   I ),  is an m×m orthonormal matrix ( T   I ), and

 is an m×m diagonal matrix with positive or zero elements
which is also known as singular value. Besides, we can
calculate the covariance matrix, C of  as,
C 

1
1
T 
2T
N
N

(3)

As the singular values are sorted in descending order and if
n is less than m, the first n columns in corresponds to the sorted
eigenvalues of matrix C. On the other hand, if m is greater than
or equal n, the first m corresponds to the sorted non-zero
eigenvalues of C. Eventually the transformed data can be
presented as,
Y  U T   U T U T

(4)

E. Feature Extraction using DWT
In case of the non-stationary signal, only frequency
information is not enough as linear time-invariant system.
According to the consideration of the non-stationary signal, it
is necessary to observe the time vs frequency information.
DWT is a technique for spectral analysis for the non-stationary
signal which provides time-frequency information of the signal
[35]. EEG signals are often considered as non-stationary signal
and that‟s why DWT have been used by a number of notable
research works [36-37]. DWT leads to getting fair timefrequency localization by providing wider windows at low
frequencies and narrow windows at high frequencies. DWT
can decompose a signal into suitable sub-bands by applying
successive high-pass and low-pass filtering. The original time
domain signal is first delivered through a half-band high-pass
filter and a low-pass filter.
Wavelets are defined by two different functions those are
termed as the wavelet function ψ(t) (or mother wavelet) and
scaling function φ(t) (or father wavelet) in the continuous time
domain. In case of discrete time domain, scaling function
 j ,k [n] is used for low-pass filter and wavelet function,

 j,k[n] 2j/2h(2jn  k)

(5)

and

 j,k[n] 2j/2g(2jn  k)

(6)

Where, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M-1, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J-1, k = 0, 1,
2, . . . , 2j-1, J equals to log2(M) and M is the length of the
signal and chosen as 2J. Here, the function h() and g () are
the corresponding impulse responses for low-pass and highpass filter, respectively. On the other hand, approximation
coefficients ai(k)and detail coefficients di(k) in ith level are
equated as (3) & (4), respectively.
ai(k)


 x[n].

1
M

n]
j,k[

1
M

di(k)


 x[n].

n]
j,k[

(7)
(8)

for k=0, 1, 2, ….., 2j-1. Scaling function and wavelet
function of Daubechies-4 (db4) wavelet is used for the signal
processing of this research work. Using Daubechies-4 (db4)
wavelet, ten important features (maximum, minimum, mean,
standard deviation, median, mean absolute deviation, median
absolute deviation, max norm, l1 norm, and l2 norm) are
extracted for classification purpose because these features
contribute to attain higher classification accuracy [4, 7]. Since
the mathematical methods of calculating these features are very
common, we have avoided to describe it, elaborately.
F. Power Spectrum Density Estimation using Welch Method
For random signals, it is only possible to propose
probabilistic reports about the dissimilarity of the signals based
on the probability of occurrence. To assess EEG signal PSD as
a frequency domain feature provides crucial information about
the distribution of power.
Power spectrum or spectral analysis of the signal x(t) is the
distribution of power over its frequency components. In this
research work, beta PSD is calculated from each to point out
the variation of PSD (μV2/Hz) according to the different tasks
using the FFT algorithm. A random signal usually contains
finite average power which is characterized as average power
spectral density. The average power, P of the signal x(t) during
the total length of the signal period is defined as,
2

T



P  lim

T   T

x(t) dt

(9)

The mathematical relation given in (9) is for a continuous
time signal. For discrete time signal, the notation x(t) becomes
x(n) where t=nT (T is sampling time interval and n is the
sequence number). Therefore, for analyzing the frequency
content of the discrete time signal, PSD is the Fourier
transform of the auto-correlation function which can be
represented as [5],
Px(ej )



 r (k)e
x

 jk

(10)

k  

 j, k [n] are used for high pass filter as the relation given below,
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In (10), rx (k ) means autocorrelation for the periodic
signal. But for the Ergodic process,
N


 1

rx(k)  Lim 
x(n  k) x(n)
2
N

1
N  

n  N





(11)

Where „  ‟ denotes convolution of two signals [5, 38].
PSD calculation adopting windowing method is very
important for nonparametric such as EEG signal. For
nonparametric power spectral density estimation, the Welch
method is most renowned method than the other methods
(Periodogram and Bartlett). Let‟s suppose that the successive
sequences are offset by D points and that each sequence is L
point long, then the ith sequence is,
xi(n)  x(n  iD)

(12)

Thus L-D points are overlapped. If entire U data points are
covered by K sequences then,
N  L  D (K  1)

(13)

According to the previous conditions, Welch‟s method is
written as,
Pˆw (ej ) 

1
KLU

K 1 L 1



2

w (n)x(n  iD)e jn

(14)

i 0 n  0

Therefore, the expected value by Welch‟s estimation [37]
is,



 



E Pˆw (ej )  E PˆM (ej ) 

2
1
Px(ej )* W (ej )
2LU

(15)

G. Relative Power Index Estimation
The absolute power (AP) of a frequency band is calculated
by the summation of all the power values in its frequency
range. Relative power (RP) for each band was originated
through articulating AP in apiece frequency band as the percent
of the AP over the two frequency bands. If any band relates to
specific neural activities, its relative power also increases with
respect to resting condition. Therefore, relative power plays
important roles in finding the specific electrical activities from
the EEG signal. In this research work, AP is calculated from 1
to 100 Hz (50 Hz already filtered by notch filter). Due to the
aforementioned consequences, the RP is calculated as [5, 39],
RP (1,2) 

P (1,2)
 100%
P (1,100)

(16)

Here, P indicates the power, RP represents the Relative
Power, and φ1 & φ2 is the low and high frequency,
respectively.
H. Alertness Classification Methodology using ANN
ANN is a prominent classifier for EEG signal classification
in supervised learning technique. In ANN, know features of

different data class are fed and trained it to make a predictive
model to classify the unknown data feature [40]. According to
the feature size and class number, the structure of ANN is set
to train the network with some suitable hidden layers. In our
work, NN is designed considering 10 inputs as 10 extracted
features and 3 outputs are contemplated as 3 classes‟ i. e.
resting with eyes open, resting with eyes closed and active state
(Active state may be either virtual driving or alphabet counting
mental state). In the hidden layer, different neuron numbers are
employed but better results have been found within 10-14
neurons in our work. So in the hidden layer, 10 neurons are
used. A model of the designed ANN with inputs, outputs, and
hidden layer is given in Fig. 3.
In preprocessing step for feature extraction from the signal,
three frontal channels (F3, Fz, and F4) are taken into
consideration for the next step. These three signals of every
class are analyzed with PCA and linearly transformed these
signals into three principal components.
Only first principle component had been reserved for
feature extraction. Afterward, each signal was transformed to
DWT for statistical feature extraction and arranged as a feature
vector. These feature vectors were feed to the ANN to evaluate
the accuracy of the alertness detection for the individual
participant. These steps from signal processing to classification
can be represented briefly by flow diagram given in Fig. 4.
Feature vectors and targets are feed to the ANN with
feedforward network using pattern recognition algorithm of
MATLAB NN toolbox. All trials are then randomly distributed
for training (70%), testing (15%), and validation (15%).
I. Statistical Method to Detect Alertness
ANN needs a set of features to take a decision and this
process is quite complex. Additionally, machine learning
related hardware design is costly. Due to this bargain, we have
proposed a different method based on the statistical
interpretation which can be more efficient to detect alertness
state with compared to resting states. To plan such a
methodology, first of all, a wide statistical survey has been
performed to find the most significant features those can be
distinguished different mental states. From that survey, it can
be concluded that spectral density varies significantly with the
variation of mental states. For the hypothetical test on the
previous statement, we calculated RP of alpha, beta, delta, and
theta band of EEG signal and based on the ANOVA we found
that only beta RP can significantly distinguish the mentioned
mental states from EEG signal. Therefore, for alertness
monitoring, beta RP is taken into account to identify the
average level of PSD values for each mental task. From the
different values of PSD for each individual mental state, it is
very easy to consider a threshold value to alert for nonalertness. The stepwise procedures of such signal processing
are briefly presented by the block diagram given by Fig. 5. It is
also mentionable that in case of driving, this algorithm can be
used to alert drivers while their mental consciousness will
reach below the threshold value.
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Feature 1
Feature 2
Feature 3
Active State
(alphabet counting
or virtual driving)

Feature 4
Feature 5
Feature 6

Inactive State
(eyes open)

Feature 7

Inactive State
(eyes close)

Feature 8
Feature 9
Feature 10

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Fig. 3. The ANN Model for Alertness Classification with 10 Neurons in Hidden Layers and Three Output Layers.

Load the acquired
EEG Signal

Load Filtered EEG data

Beta RP Calculation for different
mental states

Artifact and noise removal
by filtering

Select Threshold RP for Alertness Level

Channel selection among 9
channels
No

Dimensionality reduction by
PCA
No Alarm

Feature extraction by DWT
transformation

Alert State

Yes

Alarm

Fig. 5. Flow Diagram of the Mental Alertness Monitoring based on a
Statistical Threshold.

Feed to neural network
model for classification

Resting with Eyes
open

Is Beta RP below the
Threshold ?

Resting with Eyes
close

Fig. 4. Flow Diagram of the Mental Alertness Classification using ANN.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this research work, data acquisitions were performed
based on four different mental states. Among them, two mental
states are protocoled to highlight the alertness of mental state
or concentrated in any task. One of them was to count a
specific alphabet from a paragraph with full concentration and
in another task, volunteers participated in virtual driving. The
other two tasks are considered as mental control states and
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those are resting conditions with eyes open and eyes closed.
The concentration level in some defined works like alphabet
counting and virtual driving should have higher than the resting
states (either at eyes open or eyes closed). Our goal of this
work was to classify the alertness while being engaged of
doing the different task with respect to resting state and
monitor this alertness state of the brain from EEG signal and
the level of alertness for different mental states of the brain.
A. Alertness Classification Results
Classification is accomplished according to three class
classification by differing alphabet counting and virtual driving
with resting state. For that purpose statistical features collected
from DWT are organized according to 3×3 feature vector and
feed to the ANN. The classification results are shown in
Table 1. of the 14 volunteers. Average accuracy is calculated
by taking 5 consecutive accuracies and highest accuracy is the
highest one among those 5 accuracies. From the table, it‟s
noticeable that 100% accuracy frequently reappears though
lowest accuracies are also enlarged. After analyzing all those
results we can conclude that without taking all channels, only
taking responsible channels with corresponding lobes that
represents rhythmic changes with a specific task. Additionally,
in this result, PCA also played an important role depending on
the single signal by combining principal components of all
signals. Closely or importantly related to our works are shortly
presented by Table 2 with their protocol and classification
efficiency. The results of the previous works presented in this
table help to prove the effectiveness of the proposed protocol
and classification methods of this work. For classifying among
TABLE I.

Participants

alphabet counting and resting state (eyes close and open), the
lowest average accuracy is 72% of five consecutive results and
from the highest accuracy, 86.70% is the lowest. For virtual
driving and resting state (eyes close and open), the lowest
average accuracy is 76% of five consecutive results, from the
highest accuracy, 93.3% is the lowest. By adopting this method
alertness state can be classified effectively.
B. Alertness Monitoring
It is already mentioned that to monitor alertness from
mental states of corresponding EEG signals a wide survey was
performed. To achieve this goal, first of all, it is necessary to
find out one of the major features of EEG signal that can be
able to differentiate the mental states of different tasks. It is
already mentioned that mental alertness significantly increases
the power of the beta band. Therefore, all the relative powers
of the beta band from all the participants for all the tasks are
calculated from power spectral density (PSD) by Welch
method. It can be noted that the relative power of beta or beta
relative power is the ratio of PSD of the beta band (13-30Hz)
and PSD of total EEG signal (1-49Hz). Therefore, beta relative
power is a unitless quantity. The beta relative power of 10
participants among 14 for four different tasks is calculated and
tabulated as following below. In the case of the other four
participants, we got some unusual results and hence these
results are excluded. Probably these subjects are BCI ignorant.
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 are presenting the beta RP of the
eyes close, eyes open, and alert conditions (alphabet counting
and virtual driving) of all channels, respectively.

THE RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS

Alphabet counting and resting state

Virtual driving and resting state

(eyes close and open)

(eyes close and open)

ID
Average Accuracy (%)

Highest Accuracy (%)

Average Accuracy (%)

Highest Accuracy (%)

P1

78.66

95

90.64

96

P2

81.5

91

76

93.3

P3

94.66

89

82

91

P4

98.66

94

93.34

95.5

P5

80.02

86.70

93.34

95.5

P6

82.66

93.3

84

91.5

P7

98.66

91.5

93.32

96.66

P8

72

93.3

90.66

95

P9

88

98

89.34

91

P10

86.68

92

90.66

93.3

P11

82.56

94

82.68

93

P12

97.32

98

92

97

P13

94.66

88.5

98.66

100

P14

89

95

97.32

100
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TABLE II.
Authors

THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED AND THE EXISTING WORKS

Different Class

Methods and Features

Performance

Awake or Drowsy States

DWT significant m-term approximation

PhysioNet Sleep Database tested Accuracy 98.7%

N. H. Liu [16]

Attentiveness and
Inattentiveness

FFT and SVM and PSD of different bands

The accuracy of up to 76.82%.

Z. Mardi [17]

Sleepiness and Alertness

ANN Chaotic features and logarithm of the energy

83.3% and this accuracy

A. G. Correa [18]

Alertness and Drowsiness
Stages

WT and ANN, LDA
Features from time and spectral analysis

87.4% and 83.6% of alertness and drowsiness
correct detections rates

M. K. Kiymik [19]

Alert, Drowsy, and Sleep

DWT and ANN Classifier.
PSD of different bands

The accuracy of the ANN was 96 ±3% alert, 95 ±
4% drowsy and 94 ± 5% sleep.

N. Boonnak [21]

Drowsy and Alert

WT and ANN, Energy-based features

90.27% of accuracy

A. Subasi [22]

Alert, Drowsy, and Sleep

DWT and MLPNN
Spectral features

Classification rate was 93.3% alert, 96.6% drowsy,
and 90% sleep.

M. K. Wali [24]

Driver Distraction Level

DWPT, FFT and PNN Classifier, k-Nearest
Neighbor Classifier, Fuzzy Subtractive Clustering.
Spectral Centroid, and PSD

The best average accuracy subtractive fuzzy
inference system classifier is 79.21%

A. Gupta [25]

Mental Task

EMD, WT, and LDC, QDC, kNN, and SVM
classifier.

Highest 95%

L. J. Trejo [28]

Alert or Fatigued

Kernel Partial Least Squares classifier.
PSD

89.53 to 98.89% (mean = 98.30%).

Proposed Method

Alertness and resting state
(eyes open and close)

DWT, PCA, and ANN
Statistical features

Highest Alertness Classification accuracy is 100%;
Lowest Alertness Classification accuracy is 72%.

T. d. Silveira [9]

TABLE III.
Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR RESTING CONDITION WITH EYES OPEN

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.0476

0.4902

0.7719

0.8232

0.7351

0.5716

0.5512

1.4456

0.9409

P2

1.3989

1.4084

1.4257

6.2653

4.1449

4.8885

4.3706

2.1826

1.4765

P3

0.3427

0.3328

0.3825

0.4236

0.4456

0.2906

0.3103

0.4462

0.3471

P4

0.4213

0.4178

0.4441

0.4984

0.5908

0.3481

0.3851

0.5543

0.4511

P5

1.1342

0.9803

1.1601

3.6770

3.6053

3.3989

2.3889

1.5635

1.5636

P6

1.3882

1.1782

1.2423

3.8851

2.9551

2.5713

2.1353

2.1727

1.3764

P7

0.3902

0.3827

0.4661

0.5764

0.3743

0.5062

0.4236

0.4881

0.3851

P8

0.4558

0.4512

0.4845

0.6306

0.4112

0.5636

0.4660

0.5541

0.4410

P9

0.1275

0.1314

0.1474

0.1498

0.2049

0.1554

0.2258

0.1134

0.1585

P10

0.1389

0.1463

0.1752

0.1638

0.1508

0.2777

0.3138

0.1284

0.1321

TABLE IV.
Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR RESTING CONDITION WITH EYES CLOSED

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.5127

1.1171

0.9536

0.8689

0.7513

0.9247

0.7061

1.8218

1.2367

P2

0.5472

0.5786

0.6109

1.3484

0.9312

0.8210

0.8609

0.7519

0.6947

P3

0.3538

0.3631

0.3180

0.3490

0.3642

0.2276

0.2424

0.4104

0.3451

P4

0.3763

0.3843

0.3618

0.3898

0.4069

0.2650

0.2858

0.4424

0.3665

P5

0.7105

0.7426

0.9331

2.8111

1.4212

1.5013

1.1009

1.0637

0.8591

P6

0.7173

0.7647

0.8211

2.2719

1.1071

1.8593

1.0097

1.0562

0.8271

P7

0.4142

0.4069

0.5653

0.6067

0.4071

0.5438

0.4991

0.5206

0.3984

P8

0.4491

0.4419

0.5438

0.5886

0.4176

0.5267

0.4844

0.5516

0.5169

P9

0.2682

0.2869

0.3048

0.2609

0.2357

0.2404

0.2216

0.2343

0.2648

P10

0.2841

0.3051

0.3449

0.2844

0.2674

0.2464

0.2473

0.2426

0.2854
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Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR ALPHABET COUNTING

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.3101

0.8491

0.8473

0.8724

0.7141

0.9586

0.8339

1.8886

1.1220

P2

0.3319

0.2091

0.2667

0.2462

0.5977

0.3659

0.2838

0.4281

0.3493

P3

0.2572

0.2536

0.2765

0.3307

0.3711

0.2089

0.2299

0.3335

0.2771

P4

0.3890

0.3839

0.3892

0.4488

0.5362

0.3070

0.3413

0.5056

0.4258

P5

1.2802

1.2989

0.6829

1.2513

0.8462

2.1024

4.3659

1.7514

0.8318

P6

1.2646

1.2471

0.7856

2.3043

1.2650

2.5678

3.9286

2.0101

0.9911

P7

0.5088

0.5072

0.5145

0.6749

0.4449

0.5464

0.5862

0.6097

0.4542

P8

0.3631

0.3560

0.3760

0.4443

0.3189

0.4025

0.3778

0.4068

0.3286

P9

0.1377

0.1461

0.1516

0.1355

0.1301

0.1599

0.2553

0.1209

0.1266

P10

0.1278

0.1352

0.1492

0.1994

0.1441

0.1759

0.2270

0.1702

0.1382

Based on the results of beta RP of different functional brain
states of different positional EEG signals were statistically
analyzed by one-way and two-way ANOVA considering 95%
confidence interval. The results are given in Table 6 and
Table 7. This result helped us to take a decision on the feature
we can trust. From the one way ANOVA, we get that statistical
difference among the mental states are strongly significant
(p<0.01). It is also found that the beta RP level will definitely
vary with the variation of participants because the two way
ANOVA is analyzed considering events versus participants and
get the significance level as strongly convincing (p1<0.05 &
p2<0.001). Therefore one way and two way ANOVA results
TABLE VI.
Source of Variance

RESULTS OF ONE WAY ANOVA

Factor

p-value

Channel 1

5.206473586

0.004330514

Channel 2

5.399106146

0.003582388

Channel 3

7.225764165

0.000645253

Channel 4

4.643599552

0.007614366

5.665255929

0.002764523

Channel 6

6.019326235

0.001968346

Channel 7

5.074147715

0.004938149

Channel 8

4.104782628

0.013258564

Channel 9

6.361304704

0.001425527

Channel 5

Degrees of Freedom

are too convincing to consider the beta RP to differentiate
mental alertness than the other two control states. To check the
feasibility of this feature to distinguish the mental alertness
conditions from EEG signal, we acquired a set of EEG signals
from the participants with multiple tasks in one-time interval
like virtual driving, resting condition with eyes open and eyes
closed, and alphabet counting, simultaneously. These
combined task EEG signals are tested with our proposed
algorithm as previously described. The results of a typical
participant are given regarding all channels in Fig. 6. The
results depict that the electrodes of frontal and central areas are
giving notable variation according to the tasks.

3

TABLE VII.
Source of Variance

p-value

Channel 1

5.206473586

0.004330514

Channel 2

5.399106146

0.003582388

Channel 3

7.225764165

0.000645253

Channel 4

4.643599552

0.007614366

5.665255929

0.002764523

Channel 6

6.019326235

0.001968346

Channel 7

5.074147715

0.004938149

Channel 8

4.104782628

0.013258564

Channel 9

6.361304704

0.001425527

3

2.866265551

RESULTS OF TWO WAY ANOVA

Factor

Channel 5

Degrees of Freedom

F Critical

F Critical

2.866265551
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Fig. 6. Variation in beta RP of the EEG Signal Regarding the Combinational Tasks in all 9 Channels that Exhibits the Alertness Condition of the Brain.

Since our intention was to monitor alertness state, we
focused on the frontal electrodes (F3, Fz, and F4). Among the
three channels (F3, Fz, F4) for alertness monitoring, we found
more impact on the F3 channel, consistently. So we propose
with supporting results that F3 channel is promising and shows
a responsible variation of the beta RP for alertness detection.
The average beta RP‟s of two participants regarding the
combined task is given in Fig. 7. The signals used in this
algorithm is a combination of virtual driving, eyes open, and
eyes close as mentioned in Table 8. The distributions of the
beta RP of the two participants are plotted in Fig. 7 regarding
the data of their F3 channels. From the figure, it is decipherable
the transition of an alert state in comparison with resting state
and the value of beta RP varies with subject to subject.
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TABLE VIII. PROPOSED THRESHOLD VALUES FOR THE DIFFERENT
PARTICIPANTS FOR ALERTNESS MONITORING DURING VIRTUAL DRIVING

(a)

70

Beta Relative Power

60

VD

VD

VD

VD

40
30

EO

EO

10
0

EO
EC

EC
0

15

EC
30

EC
45

Time in Second

Average
RP of
EO

Average
RP of EC

Average
RP of
(VD)

Proposed Threshold
Range
(Average RP)

P1

5

7

52

20-40

P2

20

5

36

25-30

P3

5

1.5

10

7-8

P4

1.9

1.7

2.4

2.1-2.2

P5

7

10

36

15-30

P6

21

11

35

26-30

P7

2.5

2.5

18

10-15

P8

4

4

58

20-40

P9

1

1.25

5.5

3-4

P10

1

1.1

10

5-8

VD

50

20

Subjects

60

75

(b)
Fig. 7. Beta RP Variation with Time and the Task of Participants 1 (a) and
Participants 2 (b).
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By selecting a threshold value between the intervals of the
beta RP value of alertness state and resting state, it is possible
to monitor the human concentration level. More difference in
beta RP value will provide benefits such as it will reduce the
chances of making an error in taking a decision. Table 8 shows
the average RP of EO, EC, and VD and proposes a threshold
range for alertness monitoring of the individual participants in
this work. From Table 8, it is noticeable that P3, P4, and P9
have a very limited range of threshold value with 1, 0.1 and 1,
respectively. In addition, P1 and P8 participants have a wide
range of threshold value of 20. This will support P1 and P8 for
alertness monitoring without almost any error as there is less
chance of merging with EO and EC values.
IV. CONCLUSION
EEG signals reflect the status of our mental state. Human
alertness monitoring is essential for performing a governed
task efficiently. This research work provides an effective
methodology for alertness monitoring and classification. The
classification results are very promising for alertness
classification using the EEG signal. For monitoring alertness,
as threshold varies with respect to every user, to avoid or less
error it is better to train user and after getting acceptance level
of accuracy after several simulations then select the threshold
value. Alertness monitoring for drivers or pilots may have
unprecedented change by reducing the chances of road crashes
that will save innumerable lives. Thus this proposed research
work can be adopted in designing vehicles or in other sectors
where alertness monitoring is out most important to reduce the
degree of risk.
This work was solely designed as offline approach.
According to the results we found in this work, this method can
be applicable to design an online module to observe the mental
alertness state of a driver so that the system can alert the driver
in case of drowsiness. In addition, the proposed work can be
applicable to classify the alertness level of the students in a
class.
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